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Abstract
K-fold cross-validation (CV) with squared error loss is widely used for evaluat-
ing predictive models, especially when strong distributional assumptions cannot be
taken. However, CV with squared error loss is not free from distributional assump-
tions, in particular in cases involving non-i.i.d data. This paper analyzes CV for
correlated data. We present a criterion for suitability of standard CV in presence
of correlations. When this criterion does not hold, we introduce a bias corrected
cross-validation estimator which we term CVc, that yields an unbiased estimates of
prediction error in many settings where standard CV is invalid. We also demon-
strate our results numerically, and find that introducing our correction substantially
improves both model evaluation and model selection in simulations and a real data
study.
Keywords: Model Assessment; Model Selection; Dependent Data; Linear Mixed Models;
Kriging
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1. INTRODUCTION
Datasets with correlation structures are common in modern statistical applications in var-
ious fields, such as Geostatistics (Goovaerts 1999), Genetics (Maddison 1990) and Ecology
(Roberts et al. 2017). Different modeling methods address the correlation structure dif-
ferently. Some modeling methods, such as Gaussian Process Regression (Rasmussen and
Williams 2006, GPR) and Generalized Least Squares (Hansen 2007, GLS), utilize explic-
itly the correlation structure for achieving better prediction accuracy. Other predictive
models, like Random Forest (Breiman 2001, RF), Gradient Boosting Machines (Friedman
2002, GBM) and other machine learning models, don’t consider explicitly the correlation
structure but are still potentially able to utilize it implicitly. The analysis in this paper
mainly focuses on correlation that appears due to latent objects, such as random effects
and random fields as appear in Generalized Linear Mixed Models (Verbeke 1997, GLMM)
and Generalized Gaussian Process Regression (Rasmussen and Williams 2006, GGPR) in
clustered, temporal and spatial datasets. A simple example that demonstrates the way
that latent variable realizations affect the correlation structure is Linear Mixed Models
(Verbeke 1997, LMM) with random intercept for clustered data:
yi,j = φ
t
i,jβ + bi + i,j, i ∈ {1, ..., I}, j ∈ {1, ..., ni}, (1)
where yi,j ∈ R is the jth observation for cluster i, φi,j ∈ Rp are the observed fixed effects
covariates, β ∈ Rp is the fixed effects coefficients vector, bi ∼ N(0, σ2b ) are independent
random effects and i,j ∼ N(0, σ2 ) are the i.i.d errors. Since all the observations in cluster
i share the same random effect realization, they are correlated. For more information see
Verbeke (1997).
When it comes to prediction, the question of whether there is a correlation between
the observations from the training set and the prediction set — the sample that is used
for the model’s parameters estimation and the set of points whose response is predicted
based on the trained model — plays an important role. For example, in the clustered data
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example in eq. (1), if the prediction and training sets are sampled from the same clusters,
then once the random effect realizations are estimated in the model training, they can
be utilized for better prediction accuracy of the dependent variable in the prediction set.
Under some conditions, a predictor that uses the estimated random effect realizations is
the Best Linear Unbiased Predictor (BLUP), for more information see Harville (1976).
Another scenario is when the prediction and the training sets are sampled from different
clusters. In this scenario, observations of one dataset are not correlated with observations
of the other, and therefore estimating the random effect realizations cannot be utilized for
achieving better prediction accuracy. Of course, there are other correlation settings, e.g.,
when the random effect realizations of the training and the prediction sets are not the
same but correlated. In addition to the distributional settings that are covered by GLMM
and GGPR, explicit and implicit utilization of the correlation between the training and
prediction sets is common in other distributional settings in various applications, including
applications involving spatial datasets (Ward and Gleditsch 2018), longitudinal datasets
(Hand 2017) and datasets with hierarchical clustering structure (Raudenbush and Bryk
2002).
The correlation setting of the training and prediction sets, and in particular the cor-
relation between the training and prediction sets, can affect the model’s prediction error
and therefore should be carefully addressed when estimating the prediction error. Since
many model selection procedures are based on prediction error estimation, ignoring the
correlation setting may also cause a wrong model selection decision.
Various prediction error measures have been used and analyzed under different cor-
relation settings, e.g., AIC-type (Vaida and Blanchard 2005) and Cp-type (Hodges and
Sargent 2001). This paper focuses on K-fold cross-validation prediction error estimator
(Stone 1974, CV) which is the most widely used method for estimating prediction error
(Hastie et al. 2009). The paper introduces a new perspective on CV and suggests an
applicable framework for analyzing how CV is affected by the presence of correlation be-
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tween the prediction and training sets in various distributional settings. In addition, a
bias corrected cross-validation measure, CVc, is introduced. CVc is suitable for many sce-
narios where CV is biased due to correlation assumptions. Section 2 presents the setting
of the problem, the theoretical results of the suggested approach and comparison with
other methods. Section 3 presents numerical analyses that support the theoretical results
of Section 2.
2. CV FOR CORRELATED DATA
2.1. K-fold Estimator and Generalization Error
Let {xi}ni=1, xi ∈ Rp, be an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) sample form
the probability distribution function Px. Let {yi}ni=1, yi ∈ R, be a sample that is drawn
independently from the distribution Py|x=xi,s=s0 , where s
0 ∈ Rq is the latent variable
realization that induces correlation structure between yi
′s.
Denote T = {yi,xi}ni=1 as the training sample for creating a predictive model. Also
denote X =

− xt1−
...
− xtn−
 and y =

y1
...
yn
 .
One example for this setting is Linear Mixed Models (LMM):
y = Φβ + Zs+ ,
where Φ ∈ Rn×(p−q) contains the fixed effects covariates, Z ∈ Rn×q contains the random
effects covariates, s ∈ Rq is normally distributed random effects and  ∈ Rn is the i.i.d
normally distributed error term. In this setting X = {Φ, Z}. Eq. (1) is a special case
for this setting. Extensions for this model are Generalized Linear Mixed Models (Breslow
and Clayton 1993, GLMM), where y = g−1(Φβ + Zs + ) and g is the link function, as
well as Hierarchical Generalized Linear Models (Lee and Nelder 1996, HGLM) where s
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and  do not necessarily follow the normal distribution. Other examples for this setting
that are commonly analyzed and represented using Graphical Probabilistic models tools
are Hidden Markov Model and Mixture models (Jordan et al. 2004).
Once a model is fitted, it is natural to evaluate the prediction ability of the model. In
CV prediction error estimator, T is randomly partitioned into K folds, T1 = {yi,xi}n1i=1, T2 =
{yi,xi}n2i=(n1+1), ..., TK = {yi,xi}nKi=(nK−1+1), where nk−nk−1 is the sample size in fold k and
nK = n. Then, iteratively, K times, the model is trained usingK−1 folds, which will be de-
noted as T−k =
⋃
j 6=k Tj = {y−k, X−k}, and its prediction error is measured by predicting
the hold-out fold, Tk = {yk, Xk}, with respect to some loss function L(· , ·) : R×R→ R.
Thus, each fold doesn’t train the model that is used for predicting its outcome. The CV
prediction error estimator is calculated by averaging out the estimated prediction error
across all the folds, i.e.,
CV =
1
n
K∑
k=1
∑
i∈kth fold
L
(
yi, yˆi(xi;T−k)
)
,
where yˆi(xi;T−k) is the predictor of yi constructed by training with T−K and predicting
on xi. A special case of CV is Leave One Out CV (Stone 1974, LOO), which is defined
by setting K = n, i.e., each observation defines a fold and therefore the model is trained
on n− 1 observations and its prediction error is evaluated on a single observation. LOO
is statistically superior in various aspects compared to other CV settings (Burman 1989).
In case of i.i.d sample, CV is considered to be an estimator of the generalization error,
which is defined here in a wider sense that covers also a setting with correlated data:
ET te,T tr
1
nte
nte∑
i=1
L
(
ytei , yˆi(x
te
i ;T
tr)
)
, (2)
where
• T tr = {ytr, X tr} = {ytri ,xtri }ntri=1
– xtri is an i.i.d sample from Px
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– ytri is sampled independently from Py|x=xtri ,s=s0
• T te = {yte, X te} = {ytei ,xtei }ntei=1
– xtei is an i.i.d sample from Px
– ytei is sampled independently from Py|x=xtei ,s=ste
• yˆi(xtei ;T tr) is the predictor at xtei and was constructed by training with T tr in the
same way that yˆi(xi;T−k) was constructed by training with T−k.
The reason that CV is commonly considered to be an estimator of the generalization error
is the random mechanism that is embedded in the CV procedure. In this perspective, Tk
and T−k are equivalent to T te and T tr, respectively. Then, averaging the prediction error,∑
i∈kth fold L
(
yi, yˆi(xi;T−k)
)
/
(
nk − nk−1
)
, over the different folds, estimates eq. (2).
Remark 2.1. Note, it is typically assumed that T tr is distributed as T and therefore of
size n. In this case, the size of T−k and T tr is obviously different, and additional bias in
CV evaluation is introduced. This is typically ignored, especially when considering LOO
and assuming training with n−1 or n observations carries little difference. In what follows
we also ignore this and implicitly assume that T tr is of the same size as T−k for all k.
When
{yk, Xk} ⊥ {y−k, X−k}, ∀k ∈ {1, ..., K} (3)
and
{yte, X te} ⊥ {ytr, X tr},
it is clear that CV is an unbiased estimator of the generalization error, however a careful
analysis is required for the case when the folds are dependent.
Next we investigate how deviation from the condition in eq. (3) contributes a bias to
CV with respect to the generalization error. Based on it, a bias corrected CV estimator,
CVc, will be presented.
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In what follows we limit the discussion to squared error loss function. Also note, from
now on LOO setting will be assumed, and consequently nte = 1, ntr = n − 1, however
the results can be easily extended to other CV partitioning settings. In particular, it can
easily be seen that the size of the test set, nte, has no bearing on generalization error
definition.
2.2. A General Formulation of CV Bias
Let
wcv = ET te,T tr
(
yte − yˆ(xte;T tr))2 − 1
n
ET‖y − yˆcv(T )‖2,
where yˆcv(T ) =
(
yˆ1(x1;T−1), ..., yˆn(xn;T−n)
)t
is the CV predictor of y.
An unbiased estimator of the generalization error is:
CVc = CV + wcv. (4)
Before analyzing different correlation settings we derive a more explicit expression for wcv.
For simplicity, subscript notations in the expectation operator are frequently omitted.
Therefore, unless a specific object is specified, E averages all the random variables that it
operates on.
Since
E
(
yte − yˆ(xte;T tr))2 =E(yte − E yte)2 + (E yte − E yˆ(xte;T tr))2
+ E
(
E yˆ(xte;T tr)− yˆ(xte;T tr))2
+ 2E
(
yte − E yte)(E yˆ(xte;T tr)− yˆ(xte;T tr)),
E‖y − yˆcv(T )‖2 =E‖y − Ey‖2 + ‖Ey − E yˆcv(T )‖2 + E‖E yˆcv(T )− yˆcv(T )‖2
+ 2E
(
y − Ey)t(E yˆcv(T )− yˆcv(T )),
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and yi and y
te have the same marginal distribution, which gives E‖y−Ey‖2/n−E(yte−
E yte
)2
= 0, then:
wcv =
(
E yˆ(xte;T tr)− E yte)2 − 1
n
‖E yˆcv(T )− Ey‖2 (5)
E
(
yˆ(xte;T tr)− E yˆ(xte;T tr))2 − 1
n
E‖yˆcv(T )− E yˆcv(T )‖2
− 2ECov(yˆ(xte;T tr), yte)+ 2
n
E tr Cov
(
yˆcv(T ),y
)
,
where tr is the trace operator and Cov is the covariance operator which contains condi-
tional expectation of the dependent variables y, yte and ytr given their covariates, X, xte
and X tr e.g., E tr Cov
(
yˆcv(T ),y
)
:= EXtr Cov
(
yˆcv(T ),y|X
)
.
The first two lines in eq. (5) are the differences between the bias and the variance of
yˆcv(T ) and yˆ(x
te;T tr) respectively, where the expectation is taken also over the covariates.
The third line relates to the covariances between the response and its predictor in each
scheme — CV prediction error and generalization error.
2.3. Criterion for CV Unbiasedness
Let PT te,T tr and PTk,T−k be the joint distributions of {T te, T tr} and {Tk, T−k}, respectively.
Theorem 2.1 describes a simple generic condition when no correction is required for CV.
Theorem 2.1. If PT te,T tr = PTk,T−k ∀k ∈ {1, .., n}, then wcv = 0.
Proof. Since {Tk, T−k} were drawn from the same distribution as {T te, T tr}, then an
expectation over any transformation of them is equal, in particular:(
E yte − E yˆ(xte;T tr))2 = 1
n
‖Ey − E yˆcv(T )‖2
Similarly
E
(
yˆ(xte;T tr)− E yˆ(xte;T tr))2 = 1
n
E‖yˆcv(T )− E yˆcv(T )‖2
2ECov
(
yˆ(xte;T tr), yte
)
=
2
n
E trCov
(
yˆcv(T ),y
)
.
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Theorem 2.1 states a very basic and intuitive condition of CV unbiasedness — When
the CV partitioning keeps the distributional relations between the prediction set to the
training set, then CV is unbiased.
Let Pyk|xk,T−k , Pyte|xte,T tr and Pyte|xte,T−k be the distributions of yk|xk, T−k, yte|xte, T tr
and yte|xte, T−k, respectively. The condition in Theorem 2.1 can be even compacted to
the following one:
Pyk|xk,T−k = Pyte|xte,T tr .
Moreover, since T tr is assumed to be distributed as T−k, then this condition can be
rewritten as follows:
Pyk|xk,T−k = Pyte|xte,T−k . (6)
Of course, when wcv = 0 the CV is unbiased and therefore suitable. Based on Theorem
2.1, it is important to stress that CV is suitable not only for the case that {yk,xk} are
independent, neither only for the case when {yk,xk} are exchangeable as is commonly
referred in the literature (Anderson et al. 2018; Roberts et al. 2017). The biasedness of
CV only relates to the question whether T−k contributes more information for predicting
yk than T
tr contributes for predicting yte.
We can demonstrate the use of Theorem 2.1 for a simple application — using LMM
for predicting new observations from the same clusters that appear in the training set.
In the case ste = s0, i.e.,
y =Φβ + Zs0 +  (7)
ytr =Φtrβ + Ztrs0 + tr
yte =φteβ + ztes0 + T ,
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and
X ={Φ, Z}, Φ ∈ Rn×(p−q), Z ∈ Rn×q
X tr ={Φtr, Ztr}, Φtr ∈ R(n−1)×(p−q), Ztr ∈ R(n−1)×q
xte ={φte, zte}, φte ∈ R1×(p−q), zte ∈ R1×q,
s0 ∈ Rq is the random effect realization vector, where each entry is a random effect
realization for a different cluster and  ∈ Rn, tr ∈ R(n−1), te ∈ R are i.i.d normal errors
terms.
As was mentioned previously, the observations in X, X tr and xte are i.i.d. Also, in this
example y, ytr and yte were drawn given the same latent variable realization, s0, therefore
Theorem 2.1’s condition — Pyk|xk,T−k = Pyte|xte,T−k — is satisfied and wcv = 0. This use
case of predicting new points from the same clusters that were used in the training data
is common, for example see Gelman (2006).
The principle of CV suitability for the setting in eq. (7) is discussed in the LMM
literature (Fang 2011; Little et al. 2017), however we didn’t find any general mathematical
formalization of it. Commonly, CV is avoided in applications involving correlated data
based on the wrong perception that CV is unsuitable for these cases (Anderson et al. 2018;
Roberts et al. 2017). It is also important to stress that since the condition in Theorem 2.1
only relates to the distributional relation between {T te, T tr} and {Tk, T−k} rather than
specifying a distribution, then Theorem 2.1 can be implemented in applications where the
distributional settings are not fully specified, as is common when implementing machine
learning algorithms.
2.4. CV Correction
Now, consider the setting where Theorem 2.1’s condition is not satisfied, i.e., when
PT te,T tr 6= PTk,T−k . A simple scenario for this setting can again be taken from LMM
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for clustered data, where T te contains a new latent random effects realization i.e.,
y =Φβ + Zs0 +  (8)
ytr =Φtrβ + Ztrs0 + tr
yte =φteβ + zteste + te,
where ste 6= s0. Other relevant components are defined in the same way as they are
defined in eq. (7). In this scenario the correlation between yte and yte is different than
the correlation between yk and y−k, therefore Theorem 2.1’s condition is not satisfied and
a further analysis of wcv is required. This can occur for example when the random effects
are intercepts for clusters (say, cities), and the data was collected at one point of time,
but the prediction task is performed on the same clusters at another point of time.
Here, first we will find an estimator of wcv when yˆcv(T ) is linear in y, then wcv for
non-linear predictors will be discussed as well. However, before that, let’s demonstrate
how yˆcv(T ) can be formalized linearly in y for some models.
Definition 2.1. yˆcv(T ) is linear in y if:
yˆcv(T ) = Hcvy, (9)
where Hcv ∈ Rn×n doesn’t contain y and is constructed as follows:
Hcv =

h1,1 h1,2 ... h1,n
h2,1 h2,2 h2,n
...
hn,1 hn,2 ... hn,n
 ,
hk,k′ ∈ R and hk,k = 0, ∀k, k′ ∈ {1, ..., n}.
This presentation assumes LOO setting, of course it can be extended to the general
K-fold CV setting.
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The cross validation’s principle that yk is not involved in predicting itself is reflected
by having zeros in the diagonal, therefore yˆk(xk, T−k) = hky−k, where hk is the k
th row
of Hcv without the diagonal element, e.g.,
h1 = [h1,2, ..., h1,n].
Examples for linear models are Ordinary Least Squares (OLS), Generalized Least
Squares (GLS), Ridge Regression, Smoothing Splines, LMM, Gaussian Process Regression
(GPR) and Kernel Regression.
Theorem 2.2. Let yˆcv(T ) be a linear predictor and 1n be a vector of ones of length n.
Then:
wcv =
2
n
E
[
tr
(
HcvCov
(
y,y
))− 1tnHcvCov(y, yte)].
Proof. The following proof is based on eq. (5). By assuming a linear predictor,
yˆ(xte;T tr) = hteytr,
where hte ∈ R1×(n−1) is constructed from {xte, X tr} in the same way as hk is constructed
from {xk, X−k}. Therefore, since ytr is distributed as y−k and hte is distributed as
hk ∀k ∈ {1, ..., n}, then
2ECov
(
yˆ(xte;T tr), yte
)
=2EhteCov
(
ytr, yte
)
=2EhkCov
(
y−k, y
te
)
=
2
n
E1tnHcvCov
(
y, yte
)
.
The division in n is because LOO setting is assumed.
Now it is left to show that
(
E yte − Ehteytr)2 = 1
n
‖Ey − EHcvy‖2 (10)
E
(
hteytr − Ehteytr)2 = 1
n
E‖Hcvy − EHcvy‖2. (11)
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Since
‖Ey − EHcvy‖2 = n
(
E yk − Ehky−k
)2
= n
(
E yte − Ehteytr)2,
then eq. (10) holds. Similarly with eq. (11).
Using Theorem 2.2, given Cov
(
y,y
)
and Cov
(
y, yte
)
, an estimator of the generaliza-
tion error for a linear predictor is:
ĈVc =
1
n
(
y −Hcvy
)t(
y −Hcvy
)
+
2
n
[
tr
(
HcvCov
(
y,y
))− 1tnHcvCov(y, yte)]. (12)
A special case is when Cov
(
y, yte
)
= 0. For example, in the clustered LMM setting
that was given in eq. (8), Cov
(
y, yte
)
= 0 when the latent variable realization for ytr and
yte, i.e., s0 and ste, are independent. In this case:
ĈVc =
1
n
(
y −Hcvy
)t(
y −Hcvy
)
+
2
n
tr
[
HcvCov
(
y,y
)]
. (13)
In case yˆcv(T ) is not a linear predictor and Theorem 2.1’s condition doesn’t hold, then
there is no closed form for wcv. However, a correction is required as CV is not an unbiased
estimator of the prediction error in this case. See Section 2.6 for some ad-hoc solutions
that may apply in specific cases.
2.4.1. Interpretation of the Results
The correction 2
[
tr
(
HcvCov
(
y,y
))− 1tnHcvCov(y, yte)]/n is intuitive since it expresses
the difference between the correlation structure of the target prediction problem and the
correlation structure as appears in the available dataset, T.
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 emphasize that the question whether CV is biased or not relates
to the distributional setting and it is indifferent to the implemented algorithm. The
implemented algorithm is expressed only by the values in Hcv in wcv. An interesting
example that stresses this understanding is when Generalized Least Squares (GLS) is
implemented in a use case with a correlation setting of Cov
(
y, yte
)
= 0. Since GLS
estimates E(y|X) and doesn’t utilize explicitly the random effects for achieving better
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prediction accuracy — as LMM does by estimating E(y|X, s) — then one may think that
CV is unbiased regardless of the distributional setting. However, as was mentioned, this
is wrong since the CV biasedness relates to the distributional setting rather than to the
implemented algorithm and the bias in this case is:
wcv(GLS) = E
n∑
k=1
xk
(
X t−kCov(y−k,y−k
)−1
X−k
)−1
X t−kCov
(
y−k,y−k
)−1
Cov
(
y−k, yk
)
.
If Cov(y,y) = σ2I + ρ1n×n, where 1n×n is a n by n matrix of ones and ρ ∈ R+, then:
wcv =
ρ
σ2 + ρ
(
n− 1)
n∑
k=1
Exk
(
X t−kCov
(
y−k,y−k
)−1
X−k
)−1
X t−k1n−1,
where the identity Cov
(
y−k,y−k
)−1
Cov
(
y−k, yk
)
= 1n−1ρ/
(
σ2 + ρ
(
n − 1)) is based on
the result by Miller (1981). The intuition behind the biasedness of GLS in this corre-
lation setting is that the estimated model coefficients are affected by the random effect
realizations in T, which are independent of the random effect realizations that appear in
T te. Similarly, OLS would also be biased under this correlation setting.
It is also important to emphasize that Theorem 2.1 derives wcv explicitly (wcv = 0)
for any model under its assumed conditions, however ĈVc uses an approximated wcv only
for linear models.
2.4.2. Comparison with Expected Optimism
Below, a comparison between the correction in ĈVc and the expected Optimism correction
(Efron 1986) is presented.
Expected Optimism correction was developed in a context of in-sample prediction
error measure:
in−sample error = Ey∗,y 1
n
‖y∗ − yˆ(X;T )‖2,
where y∗ ∈ Rn is identically distributed but independent copy of y. The in-sample pre-
diction error is estimated by
1
n
‖y − yˆ(X;T )‖2 + w,
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where w is the expected Optimism:
w = Ey∗,y
( 1
n
‖y∗ − yˆ(X;T )‖2 − 1
n
‖y − yˆ(X;T )‖2).
If yˆ(X;T ) = Hy, for some hat matrix H, then
w =
2
n
tr
(
HCov
(
y,y
))
.
The similarity between w and the correction in ĈVc in case Cov
(
y, yte
)
= 0, i.e., in
case wcv = E
(
2tr
(
HcvCov(y,y)
)
/n
)
, is interesting since it reflects the relation between
generalization error and in-sample error and emphasizes the role of the linearity in this
relation.
The fundamental difference between in-sample error and generalization error is that
in the second, the covariates matrix, X tr, xte are assumed to be random variables and
therefore in generalization error, unlike in in-sample prediction error:
1. X tr and xte are not identical.
2. An expectation is taken also over {X tr, xte}.
As was mentioned in the previous sections, the inner-sampling mechanism of {Tk, T−k} in
CV procedure that emulates repeated sampling of {T te, T tr} from {Px, Py|x,s} expresses
these properties. These properties are also reflected in the correction. Since
2
n
tr
(
HcvCov
(
y,y
))
=
2
n
n∑
k=1
hkCov(yk,y−k),
then 2tr
(
HcvCov
(
y,y
))
/n averages n identically distributed atoms, hkCov(yk,y−k), where
each one of them is an unbiased estimator of wcv. Unlike in w, which relates to a specific
covariates matrix realization, X, the atoms in 2tr
(
HcvCov
(
y,y
))
/n relate to different
covariates realizations, {X−k,xk}nk=1.
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2.5. Advanced Correlation Settings
2.5.1. Kriging
Many applications with spatial and temporal data are analyzed using random functions
framework, rather than multivariate random variable framework. A comprehensive review
about random function data analysis can be found in Wang et al. (2016). Here we focus on
demonstrating the results from Sections 2.3 and 2.4 in the context of a specific use case in
the random function framework — Kriging with Gaussian Process Regression (Rasmussen
and Williams 2006, GPR).
In Kriging (Goovaerts 1999) the goal is to create a climate map on some surface,
A, using climate prediction at a high-resolution grid of the surface. The predictions at
the grid points are based on a predictive model that was fitted to a sample, T, that
was drawn from this surface, but covers the surface sparsely. In many cases, GPR is
the predictive modeling method that is used for Kriging. In this method, as well as
in other functional data analysis methods, the mean and the covariance of the predicted
variable are formulated as functions. The mean function typically depends on fixed effects
of some covariates (like elevation). The estimated mean function in GPR is a linear
function of y. The covariance function, which is named as the Kernel function, KA :
(A×A)→ R, measures the covariance between each two points in A, whether the points
are in the sample T or not. Unlike in the multivariate approach, where the correlation is
induced by a latent random variable realization, in the functional approach the correlation
structure of the surface A, as it is expressed by KA, is induced by realization of a stochastic
process instance — latent random function, s. Since Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are based
on the relation between Pyk|xk,T−k and Pyte|xte,T−k , rather than whether the source of the
correlation between the observations is a latent random variable or latent random function,
these theorems can also be applied here.
Let’s consider three scenarios. The first scenario is the classical Kriging use case where
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the observations of both samples, T te and T, are randomly sampled from the same surface,
A, i.e., observations of both samples are drawn independently from {Px, Py|x,s=s0}, where
s0 is the realization of the latent random function s in the surface A. In this case Theorem
2.1’s condition is satisfied and therefore wcv = 0.
The second scenario is when the realization of s is not the same in T te and T, and
therefore while the observations of T follow {Px, Py|x,s=s0}, the observation in T te follows
{Px, Py|x,s=ste}. In this case Theorem 2.1’s condition is not satisfied. An example for
this scenario is when T te is sampled from the same surface as T, A, however at a future
time-point (e.g., when the goal it to create a climate map for the next year based on this
year’s data). In this case, yk and y−k, which are sampled at the same time point, are
more correlated than yte and y−k, which are sampled at different time-points. Therefore,
CV is biased. As we saw in section 2.4, if a linear model (such as GPR) is used, then ĈVc
is an unbiased estimator of the generalization error and therefore should be used instead
of CV.
Another spatial application in this scenario is when T te is sampled from the surface
A′, which is different than A. Since the surfaces are different, then their latent random
function realizations are different. Therefore, assuming observations in both samples, T
and T te, were drawn from the same marginal distribution — {Px, Py|x} —, then ĈVc
should be used instead of CV.
Another interesting scenario that is not covered either by Theorem 2.1 or by Theorem
2.2 is when {yk,xk} and {yte,xte} are drawn from different marginal distributions —
{Px, Py|x} and {P tex , P tey|x}, respectively. An example for this scenario is when Kriging
is used for predicting extrapolated spatial points with respect to the sample T. It may
happen due to sampling challenges, such as sampling from mountainous and deep marine
regions (Rabinowicz and Rosset 2018). This scenario, which violates the setting that is
assumed in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 requires further research.
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2.5.2. Longitudinal Data
Another common setting with correlation structure is longitudinal data — where there
are several subjects that are repeatedly observed over time. In this setting, due to the
temporal orientation, the data structure is more complicated than in a simple clustered
data.
Let’s consider three scenarios that are equivalent to the three scenarios that are given
in Section 2.5.1. However, unlike in Section 2.5.1, the multivariate framework would be
considered (rather than the functional framework).
The first scenario is when the prediction goal is to predict a new observation, T te, of
one of the subjects in T, sampled at a random time-point from the same distribution that
the time-points of the observations in T follow. Since T te and T are sampled from the
same subjects, then ste = s0 and therefore Pyte|xte,T−k = Pyk|xk,T−k . By Theorem 2.1 this
gives wcv = 0.
The second scenario is when the prediction goal is predicting a new observation that
relates to a subject that is not in T and therefore ste 6= s0 and Pyte|xte,T−k 6= Pyk|xk,T−k .
For this scenario, given that {yk,xk} and {yte,xte} were sampled from the same marginal
distribution, {Px, Py|x}, and a linear model is implemented, then by Theorem 2.2 ĈVc
should be used instead of CV.
Another scenario is when {yk,xk} and {yte,xte} are sampled from different marginal
distributions, {Px, Py|x} and {P tex , P tey|x}, respectively. The marginal distributions can be
different due to various reasonable prediction goals, such as forcing the data point in T te
to extrapolates the data points in T with respect to the time variable, which results in
xte and xk being non-identically distributed. This scenario violates the assumptions in
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 and therefore requires further research.
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2.6. Comparison with other Methods
Several cross-validation variants for correlated data were proposed in the last decades,
some of them were suggested from a perspective that correlation between the folds causes
K-fold CV to underestimate the generalization error. As was shown above, this perception
is wrong in many scenarios. Other variants are relevant for very specific applications under
various sampling restrictions. Below, several cross-validation variants are described and
compared to ĈVc.
One method is h-blocking (Burman et al. 1994), which is mainly relevant for spatial
data. In h-blocking, in order to reduce the correlation between the folds, the analyzed
surface is partitioned into blocks (folds) that are remote from each other by some dis-
tance, h. As was described above, many use cases don’t require any correlation reduction
between the folds and K-fold CV is suitable, however, h-blocking is sometimes wrongly
implemented in those use cases as well (Roberts et al. 2017). Let’s focus on a scenario
when Pyte|xte,T−k 6= Pyk|xk,T−k , and therefore the condition in Theorem 2.1 is not satisfied,
causing K-fold CV to be biased. In this scenario, although h-blocking approach may
seem reasonable, in fact, it suffers from several issues that don’t affect ĈVc. For example,
frequently, creating the separation between the folds requires omitting observations from
the training sample. In addition, the folds that are generated by h-blocking have differ-
ent distributions, in particular their distributions are different than the distribution that
is assumed to generate T tr. Therefore, h-blocking may provide a biased prediction error
estimator with respect to the generalization error. Moreover, since some of the blocks are
at the edge of the surface, then the prediction of those blocks becomes predicting spa-
tial extrapolation, which might be inaccurate and doesn’t reflect the planned prediction
problem. This implication can affect dramatically the prediction error estimate (Roberts
et al. 2017).
Another method is Leave Cluster Out (Rice and Silverman 1991, LCO). This method
is relevant for the case when the prediction set is assumed to be uncorrelated with the
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training set. LCO can be implemented when the training set has a clustered correlation
setting. LCO eliminates the correlation between the folds by defining each cluster as a
fold. This method suffers from several challenges that don’t appear in ĈVc. First, using
LCO forces the number of folds to be equal to the number of clusters. Another issue is that
the clusters may contain different number of observations. Hence, the LCO prediction
error estimator can be biased with respect to the generalization error. Also, validity of
LCO is challenged when some clusters have different distribution than other clusters. In
this case, the observations in Xk and X−k are non-identically distributed, this of course
contradicts the assumption in the planned prediction task that the observations in X te
and X tr are identically distributed.
Another cross-validation variant that is relevant for a balanced longitudinal data set-
ting is Leave Observation From each Cluster Out (Wu and Zhang 2002, LOFCO). This
method is relevant for the case when the goal is to predict a new observation for each
one of the subjects that appear in the training set. The folds partitioning mechanism in
LOFCO is that different folds refer to different time-points, such that each fold contains
the observations that were collocated at the same time-point across all the subjects. This
partitioning is feasible due to the balanced data design assumption. The challenges in this
method are similar to the challenges mentioned above: It requires a balanced data design,
the number of folds are forced by the data structure, Xk and X−k are not identically
distributed — in particular their time-points covariate is non-identically distributed.
h-blocking, LCO and LOFCO reflect the understanding that non-standard CV may
be needed in presence of correlations, and offer solutions for very specific types of datasets
and correlation settings that apply to any modeling technique. In contrast, ĈVc can be
applied in a wide range of types of datasets and correlation settings, however it is limited
to linear models.
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One last estimator that would be compared to ĈVc is
1
n
‖y −Hy‖2[
1− 1
n
tr
(
HcvCov
(
y,y
))]2 , (14)
where H satisfies, yˆ(X;T ) = Hy. This estimator have the same spirit as Generalized CV
(Craven and Wahba 1978, GCV) which approximates LOO for i.i.d data as follows:
GCV =
1
n
‖y − yˆ(X;T )‖2[
1− 1
n
tr
(
H
)]2 .
Eq. (14) was first suggested by (Altman 1990) in context of time-series (Altman 1990)
and later by (Opsomer et al. 2001) in context of spatial data analysis. Altman’s moti-
vating application was selecting the best bandwidth for modeling the trend in the data.
He argues that replacing tr
(
H
)
in GCV by tr
(
HcvCov
(
y,y
))
, denoises the correlation
between observations. Although eq. (14) and ĈVc are different and developed for different
applications, they share some similarity in suggesting a corrected version for CV rather
than controlling the partitioning scheme. Analyzing numerically eq. (14) didn’t yield
promising results, in fact its approximated expectation didn’t converge to the same scale
as the approximated generalization error, CV and ĈVc. We conclude that the heuristic
argument behind the derivation of eq. (14) as an estimator of the generalization error
does not hold in practical cases where the rigorous ĈVc gives valid results.
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS
This section compares ĈVc and CV, with respect to the approximated generalization error,
using simulation and real data analysis.
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3.1. Simulation
3.1.1. Setting
Generating T
The dependent variable, y ∈ R500, and its covariates matrix X = [1,xt1, ...,xt8] ∈ R500×9,
were sampled from the following model:
y = β01 +
3∑
r=1
2xr +
8∑
r=4
0.1xr + 
xr ∼ N
(
0, I500
)
xr ⊥ xr′ ∀r 6= r′ ∈ {1, ..., 8},
where
 ∈ R500 ∼ N(0, V )
V = In + ΣZ ,
ΣZ [i, j] = 3× exp
(−‖zi − zj‖2
2× 0.32
)
and zi, zj ∈ [0, 1]2 were drawn from N(0, I2) and then were standardized to the interval
[0, 1]2.
Generating T tr and T te
The sample sizes of T tr is 499 and of T te is 1. Their distributions are the same as the
distribution of any subset of T of size 499 and 1, respectively. T te is independent of T tr.
Therefore Cov
(
y, yte
)
= 0.
Modeling Approach
GLS was used for creating yˆcv(T ) (using LOO) and yˆ
te(xte;T tr) for three different mod-
els: Saturated model, model without the covariates {X5, ..., X8} and model without the
covariates {X3, ..., X8}.
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Prediction Error Estimation
The generalization error was approximated by averaging
(
yte − yˆte(xte;T tr))2, based on
20, 000 samples of {T te, T tr}. The densities of CV and ĈVc were approximated based on
20, 000 samples of T.
3.1.2. Results
Figure 1 shows the distribution of CV and ĈVc including their means with respect to
the generalization error. The presented results are for the saturated model, however the
results for the unsaturated models are the same. As can be seen, ĈVc is an unbiased
estimator of the approximated generalization error, while CV estimator is biased.
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Figure 1: The solid vertical line is the approximated generalization error. The dashed
vertical lines are the expected values of CV and ĈVc. The distributions of CV and ĈVc
are also presented.
Figures 2a and 2b present the model selection performance of ĈVc and CV with respect
to the approximated generalization error.
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Given set of models, M, let mbest(·) be the selected model from M by a model selection
criterion. For example, mbest(ĈVc) is the model with the minimal ĈVc in M. Figure 2a
presents the agreement rate between ĈVc and approximated generalization error, i.e.,
Pr
(
mbest(ĈVc) = mbest(Generalization Error)
)
,
where Pr(·) is the probability function. The agreement rate between CV and the approx-
imated generalization error is similarly defined and presented as well.
Figure 2b presents the average error of the selected model, mbest(·), based on the true
error as it is calculated by the approximated generalization error, i.e., an approximation
of:
EErrorgen
(
mbest(ĈVc)
)
,
where Errorgen(·) refers to the generalization error of a given model. Error bars are not
shown since the variances are very small.
As can be seen from Figures 2a and 2b, a model selection criterion that is based on
ĈVc achieves better results than a model selection criterion that is based on CV.
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Figure 2: Model Selection: (2a) The points are the agreement rate between the suggested
method and the Oracle criterion that is based on the approximated generalization error.
(2b) The points are the approximated EErrorgen
(
mbest(ĈVc)
)
for each method.
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3.2. Real Data Analysis
Here we analyze a datasets containing information of 737, 577 transactions made in a
retail store on Black Friday by 5, 891 customers. The dataset is available in the Kaggle
website1.
A training sample of 50 customers (5, 115 transactions) was randomly drawn. The
goal is to fit a predictive model that predicts the purchase amount of new transactions of
new random customers. Three models were fitted using GLS (see Table 1).
CV and ĈVc were calculated using the training sample. The generalization error was
approximated using a test set of a random sample of 500 customers (38, 749 transactions).
The prediction errors are presented in Figure 3.
Covariate\Model Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
Product Category 1 X X X
Marital Status X X
Gender X X
Age X X
Occupation X
City Category X
Stay in Current City Years X
Table 1: More information about the covariates is given in the Kaggle website.
1https://www.kaggle.com/mehdidag/black-friday
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Figure 3: For each method, the prediction error estimate is presented for the three models.
The dark symbols are the minimal prediction error for each method across the models.
As can be seen in Figure 3, ĈVc estimates the generalization error for all the three
models better than CV. Also, unlike CV, ĈVc selects the same model as the actual test
set and follows properly the prediction error estimation trend across the models.
4. Conclusion and Discussion
In this paper we tackle the problem of applying CV as an estimate of generalization er-
ror in non-i.i.d situations. While the fundamental concerns that this presents are widely
acknowledged, a clear understanding of when adjustments are needed, and what adjust-
ments are appropriate, seems lacking in much of the literature (Roberts et al. 2017; Saeb
et al. 2017; Anderson et al. 2018).
We first present a general formulation of the bias in using CV in presence of correla-
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tions, which leads to a clear general definition of settings where no correction to CV is
needed (Theorem 2.1). It shows that non-i.i.d situations can still facilitate correctness of
regular CV, as long as the dependence structure between training and prediction points
is consistent in CV and actual prediction. This simple result appears to contradict some
previous claims in the literature. An example for mistakenly avoiding standard CV can
be found in Roberts et al. (2017), where mechanisms of controlling folds partitioning are
suggested for Kriging tasks, based on the conception that CV is always over-optimistic
for non-i.i.d data.
We then present a derivation of a bias correction for linear models under general
correlation structures (Theorem 2.2), which is used in establishing a bias corrected cross-
validation version, ĈVc. To implement our correction, it is necessary to specify the covari-
ance structures within the training set and between the training and prediction sets. This
is typically also required to choose a modeling approach. For example, in a simple linear
mixed model with normal assumptions, if one assumes that the random effect realizations
are the same when predicting, then LMM prediction is appropriate, while if random effect
realizations are new, then using GLS for estimation of fixed effects only for prediction is
more appropriate (Verbeke 1997). However, it is important to emphasize that the validity
of the correction ĈVc does not depend on selection of an appropriate modeling approach.
In other words, if one mistakenly uses GLS where LMM is appropriate, ĈVc still gives an
unbiased estimate of generalization error for the resulting model, as long as the covariance
structure is correctly specified.
In practice, the covariance matrices are typically not fully known, but partially esti-
mated from the data (for example, variance parameters in LMM can be estimated using
restricted maximum likelihood, Verbeke (1997)), and this is also required for applying
ĈVc to correct CV results. This could potentially add uncertainty to the estimates, but
should not affect their expectation, as long as variance estimates are unbiased.
A fundamental assumption that is taken throughout this paper is that the marginal
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distributions of the training and prediction sets are the same. In case the marginal
distributions are different, i.e., the observations in the training set are drawn from a
different marginal distribution than the prediction data, then ĈVc is unsuitable. This
scenario requires further research and relevant applications are given in Sections 2.5.1
and 2.5.2. Other important use cases of different marginal distributions for training and
prediction sets are discussed in Rabinowicz and Rosset (2018) and solutions for these use
cases are proposed in context of transductive prediction error (rather than generalization
error approach taken here).
An interesting situation also covered by ĈVc and not often discussed is when the
training set contains i.i.d observations, but new data points where predictions are made
are actually correlated with the training set (for example, new observations in the same
set of cities). In this case, if the correlation structure is known, then ĈVc can still be used
to estimate prediction error.
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